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Chapter 6a. Language Arts
James R. Squire
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ir' bedrock subjects of the curriculum, for they
develop the competencies on which virtually all
subsequent instruction and Iearning depends.
Together with I i lerature, which introduces
young people to the ideas and values of their
own and other cultures, these subjects consti-
tute a segment of the curriculum that occupies
from about 60 percent of school time at the
primary school level to aboui t7 percent of
school time at the secondary level. Unless boys
and girls develop competence in using language,
they will be handicapped throughout schooling
and life.

The 12 practices ideniified in this chapter
deal with the language arts as a whole, includ-
ing the three major components ofreading, wdt-
ing, and oral language. A separate sub-chapter
by Carolyn Dunhle Pelry follows that deals with
specfic practices reiating only to olal language.

For almost aI ofthis century, t€aching stra-
tegies and learning practices that arc effective
in the language arts have been vigorously
researched. Yet, over these decades, the profes-
sion has continuously d€bated the desirability
of var ious approaches. Disagreements have
locused on the need for carefully conirolled in,
struction versus the benefits of more open-
ended, creai iv€, and exploratory approaches.
Many maintain that learners must be taught
the ne€ded ski l ls and stralegies; others, that
learners wi l l  develop the needed competencies
as they are engaged in meaningful  language
activities. Yet it seems clear that learners reap
benefits from boih kinds of teaching and that
the most desirable overall approach combines

instruction on key skills and sirategies within a
rich learning environment that stimulates read-
ing, wdting, and talking.

A rcview of the lit€rature related to teaching
and learning of the language arts also makes
clear th€ inte elationships between many of
the practices discussed in the following pages.
Resealch points to the positive connectlon oe-
tween extensive reading and improved reading
comprchension- Providing oppodunities for stu-
dents to discuss what they have read to
become active participants in making nleanrng
from wdtten text-has also been proven to help
students' reading skills to grow. This second
approach also has positive effects on the first,
since students who are provided with time and
opportunity to share their thoughts aboui read-
ino fchd r^ rar l l  mnra

The teaciing of strategies to help students
comprehend what they are reading is arother
approach that results in more than one positlve
outcome. Students not only understand more of
what they are reading; again, they tend to read
more. This linkage has a cominonsense oase.
As reading becomes easier and more under,
standable, it becomes more enjoyable and stu-
dents are likely to do more ofit.

Sinilar relationships can be lound between
many of the l2 research-basad app].oaches dis-
cussed in this sect ion on the language al ts.
Instruction that effectively integrates them in
the daily life of the classroom rviu be a strong
force both for improving the reading and wlitrng
skills of students and for encouraging th€m to
make reading part ol their lives outside as welt
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6a.1. Extensive Reading: Extensive reading of
school and outside, results in substantial srowth in
abilit ies, and informal ion base of srudents.

o27,1-Z
material of many l<inds, both in
the vocabulary, comprehension

Research findings:
Research has demonstrated that t ime sp€nt reading, both inside and outside of
school, is essential to developing cognitive abilities such as comprehension and vocab-
ulary. Reading of nany different types of mat€rial also has benefits, since studenr.s
then see rvords in a variety of contexts. The neanings of these words arc then luore
readily accessibl€ during future readins. Students wirh both tolv- and hi!:h levet
I i ieracy ski l ls ben€f i t  f ron t ine spent f€adrng, wrrh vocabuLarr Iearned from contexr
and comprehension improved if the difficulry of rha Dlateriat presented is appropriare
to the curfent i'eading level.

Yet recent siudies demonsrrate rhat most children spend no more than a ferv minures
a day reading in school o]' outside, on eirher assigned or ind€pendent reading_ In addi,
tion, students with low reading skill levels al'e found to spend even less classr-oorr
tim€ reading and more ivorking on skilt-based approaches_
Research has also found that an increase in the amount and breadth of indeDendent
reading $ hen paired s r th I  he prespnrdr ion of sLra regr-s for i rpro\ ing.ompre;ension,
is associated with instruction thar provides opportuniries for students to discuss and
share what thev read.

In the classroom:
Young people need large blocks of time rvithin the school day to read, wiih time for
text reading considered an essential aspect of comprehension instruction. Students
should be helped to select material that i6 of a suitable level of difficulty, so that the
text can be comprehended but the reading activity will also result in new learning.
An atdosphere that encourages rcading outside as well as inside the classroom can
be provided by teachers who schedule time for students to talk to each other about the
books they have read, to engage in shared r€ading, and to give personal reactions and
interprctations of text.

School resources can be allocated to encourage reading of many types by students.
Books in classrooms and in the school library shoutd be of different tlTes and cover a
variety of topics. In addition, school time shoutd be organized to encourage reading
activities not only in language arts but in orher subject areas such as social srudres
and science. To help teachers decide what balance of activities is appropdate, schools
Deed to b€ explicit about the dimersions of cognitive growi.h that arc to be considered
essential aspects of the educational prcgram. These might inctude languag€ concepts
and the ability to analyze, synthesize, and make informed judgDents based on valid
criteria, all skills strengthened by reading and discrlssins what was read.

References:
All ington I99,1; Anderson er a].  1985j Anderson,
and Pearson 1994; Guthr ie et al .  1995; LaBrant
I98;.

Wilson, and Fieldins 1988; Fieldins
1961i Nasy, Anderson, and Herll1an



6a.2. Interactive Learning:
interactive produces far more

Passrve.
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Learning in which children and young people are
effective growth than instruction in which they are

Research findings:
John Dewey emphasized that we learn from expe ence, and that activities become
expedence only as we think about and act upon them. Vgotsky, Piaget, and Britton
reported similar observations. Reading, characterized as "highly interactive and
reciprocal," fits well within this context. Part ol the experience involves the reader-
author connection, but research also shesses the importance of student-student and
student-teacher interaction; discussing what has been read adds another dimension
to the experience and expands the reader's understanding.

Research in stratesic teaching and learning is becoming increasingly specific about
what can be learned through cooperative activity or interactive processes. It demon-
strates that such social processes, when compared with individual study, can stimu'
Iate greater growth for learners. ln the area of the language arts, this can rcsult in
borh an expanded vo.abu)ary and higher le"els ofcomprehension.

In addition, social time spent talking about reading-shadng, asking questions,
explaining-has been demonstrated to increa€e the amount of reading students do,
and so contributes in an additional way to improving reading skills.

ln the classroom:
Language leaming comes not from the activity itselfbut from thinking about, wdting
about, or talkins about the activity. As the great Iinguist C-C. Fries obseNed. "There
is no language save lor the speaker active in expression." Readers aDd writers must
be encouraeed to think about and discuss what they are reading, w ting, and doing if
they are to learn. Talking about ideas also helps young people think through the
ideas. When PuNes strcssed ihat "it takes two to rcad a book," he was referring to
research which indicates that Iearning from reading comes from writing about and
talling about what is read. Hence, classrooms in which young people are active in
using language are essential in teaching the language arts.

The sha ng opportunities can take many forms: rcading partners, cooperative learn-
ing groups, reading journals passed back and folth between studdnt and teacher,
whole-class discussions, or presentation of repolt€. What is more impodant than the
trce of activity is that students are actively rather than passively engaged.

When time is provided to discuss rcading done outside as well as inside class,
students are also encouraged to read more and io read more widely than would be
Dossible in the time available in class.

References:
Bdtton 1970; Dewey 1933; Dole et al .  1991;
Johnson, Johnson, and Holobec 1991; Piager
Beach 1972; Vgotsky 1978.

Goodman, Hood,
1959; Pressley et

and Goodman 1991;
a].  1990; PuNes and
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6a.3. Extension of Bacl<ground Knowledge: Reading comprehension is en-
hanced when readers extend their experience and bacl(ground l<nowledge and
develop their sensitivity to increasingly difficult concepts and complex patterns of
language.

Research findings:
Recent research emphasizes the significance ofbacksound knowledge in rcading con'
prehension. The more a reader knorvs about a topic, the beiter his or her compre'
hension of newly encountered writing about the topic, and the less that has to b€
"filled in" by someone rvho nay be unclear about the intent of the author. Background
knowledge conbines lvith basic skiils such as vocabulary in order to mahe the t€xt
understandable. Thus, students who have Iow basic ski i ls but high background
hnowtedse about the topic beins discussed may be able to understand rvhat the
author intended ev€n if the words used are difficult.

In the process of comprehending the text, the reader gains more background knowl
edge to be used in understanding future texis. A reader's background knowledge can
include either general issues related to the text or subject-matter knowledge relevant
to the text. The combination of background knowledge available allows a reader to
make inferences about meanings in a text, and thus to comprehend it. Extensrve
reading, another of the research'based factors shown to improve reading comprehen'
sion and vocabulary, is an imporiant factor in increasing the bank of background
knowledge available to a reader.

In the classroom:
Each rcading experience both benefits from and enhances background knowledge; new
words and meanings are added to backgrourd knowledge through reading. Schools
and teachers can heip with the cdtical need to expand background knorvledge by
prcviding time for studerts to read and a supply of books that are both interesting

Teachers can also supply background knowledge in other ways: pre-teaching vocabu-
lary before it is pres€nted in text, endching back$ound knowledge through previews
or by hichlighting background knowledge that students are known to have, or assess-
ing students' present level of background knowledge and then selecting additional
resouces that can help to frll gaps in areas that would hinder conrprehension.

Methods of iinhing background knowledge to the text might include using advance
organizers; providing students with objectives or purposes for the text; and using
pretests or prequestioning. Direct instruction in how to use background knowledge to
make inferenc€s about unfamiliar text may also help students. For example, having
students predict what wil happen in a story requires them to draw on both their
understandins of the text and their bacLground knowledge.

References:
Anderson and Pearson 1984i McCabe and Peterson 1991; Nagy 1988; Stdckland
I962i Tierney and Cunningham 1934-
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6a.4. lnstruction in Strategic Reading and Writing: Activities that enable stu-
dents to apply meaning-making skills and strategies such as summarizing, question-
ing, and interpreting contribute to improved reading comprehension and written
composition.

Research findings:
Research on strategic rcading and witing has been a primary focus of studies du lg
recent years as cognitive psychologists (those concerned about the development of
thinkins abilities) have tulned their attention to the learnins of lansuase. Studies of
good and poor readers have provided especially impodant insights. Specifically, good
readers spontaneously use a wide range of strategies when unfamiliar text or tasks
are encountered, while poor readers are unlikely to do so. A number of cognitive
strategies useful to readers and witers have been developed and can be taught to
students.

ln the classroom:
Teachers should become familiar with the variety of cognitive strategies that students
can use to improve their reading comprehension and wdting ability. Strategies that
have been identified include usiry backgaound knowledge, previewing, setting goals,
deiermining importance, evaluating content, generating questions, prcdicting, and
summadzing a6 well as many others. These strategies may take place before, dunng,
or after an event of reading or wdting, and can be applied over a number of subject
areas. The challenge for teachers is getting students to understand and appiy the
strategies during reading and wriiing.

Modeling of the shategy for students is an impofiant component of instruction. Other
important components are explaining how the shategy will help with learning, select-
ing shategies appropriate to the learner and the context, and providing feedback and
encouragement a6 the student learns to use them. Grcup activities can be used to
inhoduce and implement cognitive strategies. For example, students in a gmup may
develop prealictions about a story after having rcad part of it, identify strategies they
each used to unde$tand unfamiliar words, and develop a gloup summary of the story.

The most significant leaming occurs after the act ofrcadine, as the individual thinks
about the ideas themselves anal the ways in which they are presehted. Thus, stra-
tegies that focus on this aspect of the reading-writing process are critical Teachers'
conJerences with their students offer an effective way to encourage young people to
reflect on what they have been reading or rvdiing, as do other inshuctional sbategies
that help readers elaborate on the ideas they are readins or writins about, and thus
promote hisher thousht processes and the abiiity to thinh more critically. Children
consistently demonstrate improved understanding after engaging in such activities.

References:
Cazden 1991; Flood and Lapp
1988; Hi l l  1991; Mc],ain t99I i
1991; Withock 1990.

1991; Freednan 1987; Hai ler,  Chi ld,  and Walberg
Palincsar and Brown 1985; Paris, Wasi!, and Turner
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6a.5. lnterrelated Activities: Organizing instruction into broad, thematically
based clusters of work through which reading, writing, and sPeaking activities are
interrelated promotes understanding of the connections among activities and ideas.

Research f indi  ngs:
Although individuals have long advocated inteuelating reading, lvliting, speaking,
and listening in the classroorn, resear-ch demonstrating the power of such apploaches
has begun to appeal only during the last d€cade: first, with respect io preschool and
early language development; more fecently, with rcspect to teaching in the upp€r'

ln the c lassroom:
Thematic instruction provides an ideal franework for the classroom t€acher who
wants students to make the connection between reading, writing, and speaking.
Activities designed around a uni&ing theme build on each other rather than remaining
as fragmented disciplines. A connection of ideas as well as of related skills provides
opportunities for reinforcement. For example, students who are learning to identifv the
main points in a story can, as a prewdting strategy, develop main points for their own

When concepts are deveioped over a period of time so that one day's reading prepares
students for discussion or writing, and the discussion of that writing in turn leads to
more reading and writing, young people are more likely to grasp the connectlons
among ideas and to develop and understand broad geneializations. If each davs
reading, wdting, and discussion relates to that done on earlier days and foreshadows
upcoming activities, students will begin to see precedents as well as consequences and
transitions from one version to another.

SkiIIs development can also be an important outcome of this integlated approach. The
spelling and structure of beginning witers improve as more expedence with reading is
provided. As they begin to write and realize that the purpose ofwdting is to convev an
idea, they underctand better that autho$ are creating messages for them.

References:
Allington 1994; Chall and Jacobs
Hood, and Goodman 1991; Harste
Moffett and wagner 1983; Pressley

1995; Freedman and Mc]-god 1988; Goodman,
and Short 1988; Hartman 1995; Maguire 1994;
et al. 1990; ShaughDessy 19?7.
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6a.6. Teaching Critical ReadingA/l/riting Skills: The teaching of critical skills
such as word aftack or grammar in reading and writing helps students develop com-
petence in such skills within a reasonable period of time. Such instruction may be
embedded in the total context of language learning or may be presented directly by
the teacher.

Research f indings:
Research has consistently demonstrated that many childrcn will not airtomatically
acquire all the basic skills needed for reading and wdting and so may have to be
taught 6ome of them thrcugh direct instruction. Thus, poor rcadeN, who read less and
so have fewer opportuniti€s to successfully practice skills such as word identfication,
remain poor decoders unl€ss they receive specifrc skills instruction.

However, research has also pointed to the need for a balance between instruction in
ba6ic skills and insbuction in context even for poor readerc or writers. For exampte,
when inshuction for children with rcading problems provides skills-based instruction
to the exclusion of ample opportunities to rcad for meaning, the development of both
vocabulary and reading comprehension skills suffer.

ln the c lassroom:
There are many effective ways to teach reading and wdting skills to young people, The
skills may be eobedded in a total language context or taught directly by the teacher.
If taught directly, however, such inshuction must include not only time for young
people to tearn skitls, brt ample expglience in applyinF them. For example, if children
arc taught the sounds of words, opportunities to identify the wods in a meaningful
context should also be available.

References:
Adams 1990: Alhnglon 1994; Chall 1967,
and Paratore 1991; Lyons, Pinnell, and
Rosenshine and Stevens 1984.

1983; Clay 1991; FaBeU 1991; Irdisiano
Deford I993; Pal incsar and Brown 1985i
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6a.7. Discussion and Analysis: Instruction that emphasizes discussion and
analysis rather than rote memory contributes most effectively to development of
students' thinking abilit ies.

Research f in d ings:
Research has consistently denonstrated that most young people will reach their
potential in developing higher thought processes only ifthese processes are taught and
practiced. Abiiity to recau information may also improve as the stlldent c.eates a
context in rvhich to remenber facts.

In the c lass room:
Teachers should avoid excessive reliance on questions that require no more than r€call
ofinformation. Frequ€nt use of true-false, mulliple-choice, and short-answer questrons
may teach students to respond quickly to ceriain kinds of tests, but it does not help
them think while they read- Instead, guided questions that focus on skills such as
developing inferences or analyzing the content should predominate. In order to help
students think through more coroplex ideas and plactice building thought-frameworks
of written material, opportunities for reading and then discussing relativeiy long
selections should be provided.

Writing and reading are so closely related that they are most effectively taught
together. This instruction can also be structured so that a pdmary focus is on higher-
order skills. For example, the process of composing can be presented to students as a
way to construct and communicate their own ideas, while the process of reading
comprehension helps them to reconstruct the ideas first communicated by another.
Reading/writing assignments in which this theme of communication predominates
provide a framework for discussion and analytic thinking.

References:
ArDbruster, Anderson, and Ostedag 198?; Chall 1983; Jensen 1984; Pearson 1985;
Tiernev and Shanahan 1991-
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6a.8. Emphasis on the ri/riting Process: Stressing the processes of composing
(planning, drafting, revising, sharing, and publishing) contributes to rmproveo com-
petence in writing.

Research f i  n dings:
Extensive research on the composing prccesses ofyoung people began about 25 years
ago and has continued to this day. The research has helped to identily not onty rne
vaious stages of wliting, but also the ways in which attention to process can
effectively inform classroom instruction.

Some research is aiso available about the effects of word processing on compositroo,
but it is o{ten contradictory- Aspects of wdting studied included motivaiion ioward
wdting, frequency of revision, and quality of wfting. Resuits are generally small
although in the positive d ection.

In the c lassroom:
The complete process of written composition involves a series of recursive and inter-
locking stages, each of which should be discussed ldth students so they understanal
its value and place in the prccess. Composing processes may vary with individuals,
but long-range improvement in wdting competence depends in good measure on stu-
dents' understarding ofthe processes in which they engage.

Fr€quent pmctice is also necessary if wdting is to inprove, and such practice requres
devoting time to wdting in class. Particularly useful are occasional double peiods or
wdting workshops duing which the teacher is free to prcvide guidance to individuals
as they engage in the wdting process. Also useful are confercnces to discuss the pro-
cesses with individuals or to help students apply a point made during inshuction to
thei work.

Whole class or small group discussion that provides time for students to talk about
the work and to ask for feedback from other students can also be used as a way to
focus on process. For example, a student may share hislher thoughts about a possible
rer.ision irom the perspective of hisftler odginal plans for the written piece, as weII as
wher€ it currently stands.

References:
Bangert-Drowns 1993; Bereiter and Scardanalia 198?; Dyson and Freedman 1991a,
199Ib; Emig 1971; Freedman 198?; Graves 1983; Jensen r993.
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6a.9. Balanced Reading and Writing: Programs that provide balanced attention
to both imaginative and informative reading, writing, and speaking Promote comPe-
tence in handling discourse of many l<inds.

Research f ind ings:
Beginning with Rosenblatt's definitive study oflitelary response in 1978 and the lvork
by Britton and his associates in defining ihe varied modes of writing, researchels have
been increasingiy conc€rned about the need for balanced atieniion to the diff€rent
modes of r-.eading and ivriting.

Rescarchers asree that the wri t ing process as general ly presented ]n classroons
should be considered oDly a general guide to N].iting. Different types of riting require
var-iaiions of the plocess. Thlrs, siudents engaged in producing different styles oi
writing learn not only nerv lnodes but differeni approaches to d€veloping a finished
product Recent studies indicate that schools are failing to luve students practice the
skills associated with expository writing.

ln the c lassroom:
The curriculum must help children develop competence in complehending and compos'
ing prose of many kind6. While literary selections can engage children's interest as
they begin to read, expeience with factual and scientific prose is also important.
Similarly, over-emphasis on personal lvriting to the neglect of informative or factual
writins can lnnit students' overall growth in ability to compose.

This suggests that teachers should plovide instruction in a variety of forms as rvell as
valiations of the writing process- The differences among the types of wriiing should be
explicitly presented, and students should be given assistance while thev practice The
role for the teacher in this process is an active one; extensive guidance will be needed
by many students as they attempt to comprehend and demonstrate mastery of the

distinctions among the many different types ofwriting.

Regular opportunities to engage in activities that use different modes of discourse are
also important to student gro\!.th. For etrample, the processes involved in responding
to literature differ from those used in seeking inJormation from texts and then present-

ing it to others. These modes must be taught, modeled, and practiced.

,a')
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References:
Bdtton €t aI .  19?5; Dyson and Freedman 1991a, 1991b; Olson 1995; Probst 1988;
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6a,10. Early Intervention: Carefully designed early interventign for children who
experience difficulty jn learning to read and write can produce significant long-term

Research f indings:
For 50 years, research has pointed to the importance of early intervention to help
children who experience difficulty in learning to r.ead and write. Today's studies warD,
however, against extensively isolating childrcn for remedial instruction, and suggest
new ways in which iutoring and other €upport activities can be provided without
permanently assigning children to "special'clasgrooms. The need to provide extensive
oppofiunities to read, rather than mercly dlill and practice of skills in isolation, has
been documented as important for students with early reading difficuities.

In the c lassroom:
Early intervention occurs most effeciiveiy within the total classroom with special
support provided as needed. Pull-oui prog.ams that permanently isolaie children rn
order to cater to special needs contribute less to their leaming than does mainsheam
classroom instruction with provision for flexible glouping of students. Moreover, such
mainstream $ouping gives students with reading difficulties the opportunity to
observe and leam ftom students who have moved to the next stage of development
and to benefit from the soclal aspects ofreading.

Pullout programs have often had the additional disadvantage of making less rather
than more time for reading instruction available to students with rcading problems.
Two widely emulated prcgrams the Reading Recovery program developed by Marle
Clay and the Success for All progran ofRobert Slavin-have been carefully shuctured
to ensure that this does not happen. Both involve early diagnosis and treatment, one-
to-one tutoring by certificated teachers, waried use of flexible grcuping in the basic
classroom, a pdnt-dch envircnment with opportudties for reading, and personal in-
struction on word attack skills with studerts scheduled for special help in addition to
rather than as a substitute for regular reading inshuction.

Oppodunities to read for meaning and to experience success ivith reading are as
important for students having difiiculty as for students without problems-perhaps
even morc important. To addrcss these need6, Reading Recovery uses.a series of little
books, carefully selected to be both interesting and accessible, that can be read by the
students in the program.

Referen c es:
All inston 1994j Cazden
Deford 1993j Slavin and

1988i Indrisano and Paratore 1991; Lyons, Pirnelt, and
Madd€n 1987; Slavin et al. 1992.
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selected literary works can help
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Research f i  n d ings:
White recent studies of the types of literary works taught in many schools agree that
the school curriculum has changed over recent decades, ihe"e is no universal
agreement about the extent to ivhich it has changed or about whether the changes
made are atl for the better. Controversy exists about the mix taught, about possible
inadequaie representation of some minority groups, and about whether efforts io
include nate al ftoln many culiures have resulted in a dectine in student knowledge
about writers traditionaily considercd to be important. The degree o{ change that has
actrially occurfed appears to vary by community.

In the c lassroom:
The traditional literary canon conveys many of the values on which our country is
based. In addition, young people need to understand the values conveyed in the
literary heritages ofvsried cultural groups, with this need increasingly critical because
of dramatically chang:ing demographics. Schools should develop curricular programs
that contain both traditional and nontraditional literature of high quality.

Although balance in the ttTes ofliterature taught is impoltant, Iocal communities will
continue to resolve, sometimes through controversy, what will be taught locally.

References:
Appl€bee 1991; Cullinan 1987; ?urves 1994; Raviich and Finn 198?; Stotsky 1995.
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6a.12. Appropriate Assessment: Assessment that focuses on what is being
taught in a school's curriculum and on the modes of instruction used in the curric-
ulum promotes learners'growth toward curricular goals.

Research f indings:
Studies of assessment have identified a misalignment between many of the assess-
ment instruments and approaches used and instructional goals and programs. For
example, while instructional attention in the arca of wdting has shifted irom a focus
on specific skills to the processes involved in leaming to wriie, few assessment instru-
ments addrcss this new emphasis. Many reading tests ignorc assessment of corDpe-
tence in comprehending longer selections, a task that is receiving increased attention
in schools.

ln the c lassroom:
Assessments should measure what teachers teach and what students learn. Sucn
assessments help teacherc to discover what is working in the teaching-learning inter,
action. Too often, assessment instruments focus on content that is not central to a
school's p?ogram. When school-wide, local, and especially high-stakes state assess-
ments are unrelated to classroom instruction, students' test scores may be low, but
the data generated tell little about what should be done to improve instruction. Addi"
tional classroom-based assessment may have to be conducted for this purpose-

An alternative scenario may be the one that cull€ntly exists in some states. Irterest
in improving higher'order ski[s of students is intense, and atate assessments are
being developed and adninisiercd that focus on these skills. In cases such as these,
changes in assessmert may actually precede changes in instruction and provide
direction about new curricular eoals.

References:
FarI 1992; Far? and Beck 1991; Geneshi 1994; Johnston 1984.
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